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QUESTION 1

Which two options correctly describe how you can add Oracle BPM task flows to a portal page? 

A. You can add BPM task flows to any page if the portal contains BPM task flows in its resource catalog. 

B. You can add BPM task flows to the pages of a Process Space that was created by extending the domain with the
Process Spaces domain extension templates. 

C. You can add BPM task flows to any page that you have customized to include BPM attributes. 

D. You can add BPM task flows to any page in a portal, if the portal server is installed in a SOA domain. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You take a backup of a portal and then delete it.Another administrator then creates a new portal with same name as the
portal you deleted. If you attempt to re-import the original portal that was backed up, what happens? 

A. The portal is imported, overwriting the portal with the same name in the target. 

B. There is a conflict warning, but you can override it and then import the portal. 

C. The portal is renamed post import. 

D. The portal cannot be imported. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the skin that was released with WebCenter Portal 11.1.1.8 and should not be used with older templates. 

A. Skyros 

B. Fusion FX 

C. Spaces FX 

D. FASkin 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two methods can you use to create a two-level hierarchy in a portal navigation? 

A. Create subpages in the Portal Page Editor. 
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B. Adjust the portal navigation manually by moving pages as desired. 

C. Use a Master-Detail relationship. 

D. Leverage the "level" attribute in the pageTemplate tag. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Where is the information related to a user-customized view of a page in a portal stored? 

A. Content Repository 

B. Metadata Repository 

C. in the Temp file area of each deployed instance 

D. in the user\\'s browser cache 

Correct Answer: B 
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